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Monday, March 12, 1923
A SIGN OF WEEKNESS?

Is the fastening weakened? Are the supports going to give way? Are all the bolts that hold the structure together... as in the original schedule called for in the Plan, the 15th, with exercises to resume Monday, the 15th, has assumed those ques-

We are not to have the three-day freedom of tender ‘Week’ in a college. Formerly that would have been accomplished by the release of all the college...a family hotel or apartment house.

The building up of Kendall Square and Charles River Road, otherwise called Technology men to consider seriously the need of prompt action is evident from the fact that the water-front land has a value in the hundreds of thousands.

The beautiful Embarcadero with grass and shrubbery, the expediency of opening the new and other Boston beyond...college. Its ultimate use along the waterfront should not be hindered by the enforcement of municipal law, only the development of land and buildings between the Back Boston and the Charles River Esplanade for edifices of an institutional sort.

The beautiful Esplanade with grass...the Boston and Cambridge streets. These were the walls erected on the Boston and Cambridge streets. These were the walls erected on the Boston and Cambridge streets.

The building of the West Boston Bridges, 1875, was immediately abandoned for the successful completion of the project. The problem of the Italian, French and others congregated in certain localities that...the Boston and Cambridge streets.

The building of the West Boston Bridges, 1875, was immediately abandoned for the successful completion of the project.

The problem of the Italian, French and others congregated in certain localities that...He knew himself too forcibly of the college, its vicinity. This building up at least its vicinity.
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John Hancock Said (ON 1740)

I say ‘Show me’ to the shaving cream you’re using and see what answer you get. Will it soften your beard right down to the base before the breakfast bell has rung twice? Will it leave your skin smooth and supple after every shave and give you the well-groomed look of perfect skin health?

Every day men are finding how much easier shaving can be made because of the speed and thoroughness with which Williams’ softens the beard. Likewise, they are finding it easier to keep their skin in Williams’ that they never found in any other shaving cream. Try it yourself. The difference may surprise you.